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Unifie Crack For Windows is a lightweight graphic viewer built specifically for helping you quickly
display the pictures stored in your computer by reading the cache data. Intuitive dual-pane thumbnail
viewer The intuitive layout makes the configuration process seem nothing but a piece of cake. The

program offers quick access to the files and folders stored in your computer, so you can easily select the
images that you want to view. One of the best features bundled in this tool is the side-by-side viewing

mode, which gives you the possibility to check the contents stored by two folders. Additionally, you are
allowed to move pictures from one location to another one using “drag and drop” operations. View

related file details and apply filters Unifie generates a thumbnail preview for each photo, and gives you
the possibility to delete or rename items, view the images in popup windows, and select the information
that appears under each thumbnail, such as file name, image size, modification date, and others. What’s

more, the program offers details about the Exif data, such as orientation, image resolution, user
comments, date and time, equipment model and manufacturer, devices, and others. Other notable

characteristics worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to set the selected image as your
wallpaper, print the list with the thumbnails, reload the photos, update the cache, show hidden folders,

and view images in a full screen mode. Unifie features a smart system which enables you to sort items by
file extension (BMP, PNG, JPEG, TIFF, GIF), name, modification date, or size. Last but not least, you
are allowed to embed entries into the context menu (e.g. delete or rename files, update the cache, enable
the popup preview), add external tools, and install plugins. During our testing we have noticed that Unifie

carries out a task very quickly and leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall
performance of the computer is not hampered. To end with All in all, Unifie proves to be a reliable
application that comes packed with a handy set of features for helping you view your images in a

thumbnail mode. Thanks to its intuitive layout, it is suitable for rookies and professionals alike. Product
Overview Unifie is a lightweight graphic viewer built specifically for helping you quickly display the
pictures stored in your computer by reading the cache data. Intuitive dual-pane thumbnail viewer The

intuitive layout makes the configuration process

Unifie Torrent (Activation Code)

Unifie is a lightweight graphic viewer built specifically for helping you quickly display the pictures
stored in your computer by reading the cache data. Intuitive dual-pane thumbnail viewer The intuitive
layout makes the configuration process seem nothing but a piece of cake. The program offers quick

access to the files and folders stored in your computer, so you can easily select the images that you want
to view. One of the best features bundled in this tool is the side-by-side viewing mode, which gives you

the possibility to check the contents stored by two folders. Additionally, you are allowed to move
pictures from one location to another one using “drag and drop” operations. View related file details and
apply filters Unifie generates a thumbnail preview for each photo, and gives you the possibility to delete
or rename items, view the images in popup windows, and select the information that appears under each
thumbnail, such as file name, image size, modification date, and others. What’s more, the program offers

details about the Exif data, such as orientation, image resolution, user comments, date and time,
equipment model and manufacturer, devices, and others. Other notable characteristics worth mentioning
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are represented by the possibility to set the selected image as your wallpaper, print the list with the
thumbnails, reload the photos, update the cache, show hidden folders, and view images in a full screen
mode. Unifie features a smart system which enables you to sort items by file extension (BMP, PNG,

JPEG, TIFF, GIF), name, modification date, or size. Last but not least, you are allowed to embed entries
into the context menu (e.g. delete or rename files, update the cache, enable the popup preview), add

external tools, and install plugins. During our testing we have noticed that Unifie carries out a task very
quickly and leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer
is not hampered. To end with All in all, Unifie proves to be a reliable application that comes packed with

a handy set of features for helping you view your images in a thumbnail mode. Thanks to its intuitive
layout, it is suitable for rookies and professionals alike. Unifie Description: Unifie is a lightweight

graphic viewer built specifically for helping you quickly display the pictures stored in your computer by
reading the cache data. Intuitive dual-pane thumbnail viewer The intuitive layout makes the 09e8f5149f
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Unifie PC/Windows

Unifie is a light, fast and free application for viewing and manipulating large amount of images. It
supports all major image formats, thumbnail generation, image editing tools, image info viewing and
retrieval from the browser. Unifie Description: Unifie is a fast and easy way to view your large collection
of photos. It lets you view and organize a large collection of images in a single window, preview them at
lightning speed, and display metadata of each file. Explore, organize, and share your photos • View
images at lightning speed. Unifie uses only a single processor thread so images are shown as soon as
they're loaded, or loaded in the background. • Browse your images by folder, sorting them by file
extension, file name, modification date, size, or other criteria. • View images in your browser without
having to open them first. • Retrieve any metadata value: title, description, copyright, creator, keywords,
and author from the browser. • Tag and share photos directly from the program. Copy, download, and
embed metadata values and image thumbnails. • Save the full-size image to your computer for later use
or for sharing on social network. • Organize your photos by folder, creating a smart index to view all
images in one folder at a time. • Search for images via keywords and tags. Apply filters to select the files
you want to view. • Share your photos directly from Unifie using Email, Instant messaging clients, social
networks, and other programs. • Open your images directly from within the program. • View thumbnails
for the entire folder in side-by-side mode. Sort by size, modification date, or other criteria. • Use drag
and drop to move images from one folder to another. • Open images for editing directly in the program.
• Use markers to mark specific images. Edit them and move them to specific folders. • Generate and edit
thumbnails. • Use View History to get a list of all the images that were previously viewed. • View
embedded metadata directly in the list, such as file size, image resolution, and date and time of the last
modification. • View pictures in a full-screen mode. • Apply a white and black desktop color theme. •
Drag and drop your files into the program's window to open them. • No installation required. Unifie is a
free application. Unifie has a

What's New in the Unifie?

This small and handy program helps you to quickly view the images stored on your hard drive by reading
their cache data. Key features: Display images in the dual pane layout, switch between folders to images,
and rename them. Edit image details using popups, delete items, set them as your wallpaper, and print the
selected list. View image details, sort items by image extension, modification date, size, and other
attributes. Unifie Features: Operate on Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista or Vista Edit EXIF data within the
images Quickly mark the thumbnails that you want to view Display the thumbnails in a popup mode
Integrate with your file explorer and file manager Compatible with any folder regardless of size View
images within the entire folder, as well as within child folders separate and external drives Display
images in the full screen mode View image in a quick preview mode Add the keywords, tags, and
comments manually View image caption, geolocation, ALT tag, and other information Sort by name or
extension Attach files directly to the corresponding images Filter magic way to see quickly how the
program works Store drag and drop operation to move the items between folders locations Various
gestures added This helps you to see quickly how the program works � {"name":"Unifie 2.0.0.18","auth
or":"CrunkLogic","email":"crunklogic.rocks@gmail.com","website":"crunklogic.rocks","version":"2.0.0.
18","depends":"","compatibility":""},"functionality":{"permissions":true,"packageType":"plugin","uninst
all":false,"version":"2.0.0.18","required":false,"name":"Unifie","description":"This small and handy
program helps you to quickly view the images stored on your hard drive by reading their cache data.","ho
mepage":false,"icon":"plugins/Unifie/images/icon.png","license":"GPLv2","core":false,"private":false,"u
pdated":"2014-04-14T20:51:35Z"},"categoryfunctionality":false,"deer":false,"updated":"2014-04-14T20
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:51:35Z"},"properties":{"proxy":{"viewer":false},"versionNumber":1}} Unifie 2.0.0.18 patchFollow by
email Wednesday, October 11,
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System Requirements:

PC: 1GHz or faster processor 2GB RAM (4GB recommended) 20GB hard drive space DirectX 9.0c
graphics card DVD drive Internet connection Mac: 2GHz or faster processor 4GB RAM 25GB hard
drive space Gamepad Recommended hardware settings: DirectX 9.0c graphics settings: “Force Software
Rendering” unchecked “
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